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Abstract
The purpose of this book is to grasp the presence of Candomblé in the Brazilian society and more specifically in the city of Salvador da Bahia.

Candomblé is an Afro-Brazilian religion practised by approximately thirty five million Brazilians, today. Brazil is a country whose cultural diversity is characterised by social contrasts. The Candomblé religion has culturally mixed roots and as both part and product of the Brazilian society has a 'multicultural' character.

This book has three aims. The first one is to grasp the experience and meaning of Candomblé emphasising the members self-perceptions, identity-construction and world views. To render intelligible these aspects I have used my field material...
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What are non-flowering plants in the ocean?
Kelp, seaweed and algae are ocean plants. They are needed to feed ocean fish and mammals. Share to:

What can a flower do?
Well, where do I start? Huh. If your flower is on a plant like a strawberry or pepper, once it is pollinated it will become a fruit/veggie. Some random flower planted for looks will, once again, become pollinated and turn to seed. RARE EXCEPTION: a spider plant’s flower will actually turn into another plant right away. Cool, huh? What do we do with flowers? Beautiful arrangements for decoration and for special occasions. Also, give them as a gift.

What are the flower-like ocean-dwelling invertebrates with stinging tentacles?
The Ocean Flower is part of “The 5 Lagoons” masterplan, developed by Dutch Docklands – the world’s leader in floating developments – in a joint venture with the Government of the Maldives. The cluster of 5 interconnected lagoons is home to high-end luxury developments, providing villa owners on The Ocean Flower unique access to entertainment and leisure activities, such as shopping, dining at hotels or a round of golf on the 18-hole floating golf course. “The 5 Lagoons” project received special global recognition as finalist at the prestigious MIPIM Awards 2013, representing the world’s most o